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Aberdare
Newport
Pontyclun

Tel: 01685 378769
Tel: 01633 290919
Tel: 01443 220811

VAT Exemption
Some items in the catalogue are eligible for VAT exemption,
subject to completion of a VAT exemption declaration form
and a qualifying medical condition on purchase which can
be processed in store.
The prices shown in this catalogue came into effect
on the 1st November 2016 and exclude VAT (Value
added tax), the prices in this catalogue are subject
to change without prior notice.

Welcome to Vision Mobility
Vision Mobility is a specialist shop selling
mobility and independent living aids. We
have a wide range of stock from the latest
mobility scooters and profiling beds to
simple aids to help you around the home.
Vision Mobility is owned by Rhondda Cynon
Taf Council and managed by Vision
Products, who provide a range of services
including a successful PVCU department
and community equipment services for three
local health boards and the Bridgend,
Merthyr, RCT and Gwent area councils.
Established 25 years ago, Vision Products is
a supported business which employs, trains
and develops people with a wide range of
disabilities.

Vision Mobility contributes to this work and
supports many schemes as part of this such
as the apprenticeship scheme in addition to
the service provided to the wider
community.
Each of the three stores are ground level,
easy access sites, with onsite parking at
both Newport and Pontyclun stores and
Aberdare shop situated within the town
centre and close to public transport links
and disabled parking bays.
Our trained staff, are warm and friendly
and are on hand to offer advice and
information to customers and their families
on the products available to help with day
to day living, so come and visit us soon!

Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Mobility & Accessories

Elite Traveller LX
12 amp Scooter

Pride Apex Rapid Scooter

The Go-Go Elite Traveller® LX delivers luxury and
convenient features like an LED kerb light and high
level charging point. Sleek styling complements this
compact and easy to transport scooter making it an
exceptional travel mobility choice. Maximum weight
limit 19 stone 9 lbs and with a maximum speed of 4
mph.

The Apex Rapid with Comfort-Trac Suspension delivers
luxury and convenient features like a wraparound delta
tiller with a high level charging port, LED kerb light and a
storage basket together with a compact,
easy to transport design. This 4
wheeled, 18 amp scooter has a
maximum speed of 4mph and a
FREE
ERY
weight capacity of 21st 6lbs.
DELIV TED
ELEC
ON S ERS
ORD

£645

£695
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Mobility & Accessories

Elite Traveller Sport Scooter

Pride Colt Sport Scooter

The Pride Go Go Elite Traveller Sport Scooter is
designed with portability in mind, the travel scooter
breaks down easily into 5 manageable pieces making it
simple to fit into almost any car boot. With unique
features like 9” wheels for enhanced outdoor
performance and a smooth ride, handy front shopping
basket and front LED lighting. The Pride Go Go Elite
Traveller Sport travel scooter can carry a user weighing
up to 23 stone up to a maximum of 13 miles on a full
charge.

The new compact 8mph Colt Sport mobility scooter
features a modern yet sporty design delivering a highperformance operation. Standard features include a
handbrake, front and rear suspension, feather-touch
disassembly, a wraparound delta tiller, high-visibility
automatic brake lights and an LED kerb light. These
features combine to make the Colt Sport a superb scooter.
Available in colours Red and Blue.

£895

£1650
Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Mobility & Accessories
Lightweight Travel Wheelchair

Escape Lite

This elegant and lightweight
Travel Chair features a generous
19” seat canvas and better
foldability for a more
accommodating and easier to
store product. Designed for
occasional use in indoor and
outdoor situations, such as
transit to and from a car, using
in shopping centres or short
distances on flat terrain. With
quick release features desk
friendly armrests and height
adjustable footrests.

£150

The Escape Lite's extremely
light and foldable frame has
been especially designed for
ease of transportation and
storage, making it an ideal
chair for occasional use. The
Escape Lite is suitable for
both indoors and outdoors,
offering comfort and
practicality with full lengh arm
rest, padded upholstery and
detachable swing away
footrests with a choice of 16"
or 18" seat widths.

£150
Swift Attendant Propelled
Wheelchair

Swift Self Propelling Wheelchair

The stylish Swift attendant
propelled wheelchair is
designed for indoor or outdoor
occasional use, with a
lightweight aluminium frame
which easily folds and
dismantles without any tools.
The compact design makes it
easy for indoor use. The Swift
comes with padded upholstery
as standard with a choice of two
seat widths.
Max user weight 18st.

£180
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This compact and comfortable
self propelled wheelchair is
deigned for both indoor and
outdoor use with choice of
16" or 18" seat width. The
Swift features quick-release
removable wheels for easier
lifting and storage and a half
folding back to make
reaching behind you easier.

£190

Mobility & Accessories
Wheelchair Poncho

Scooter Cape
This practical, lightweight cape
offers all-round protection for
both rider and scooter. Made
from waterproof nylon with a
chest zip for access. The clear
panel enables visibility of the
controls and ensures lights
remain visible for road use.
Shaped to fit both three and
four wheeled scooters.

£36

Ideal protection from
unexpected showers, this
waterproof Poncho has an
easy-pull zip closure and
drawstring hood. A practical
cover for the top half of the
body with extra length at the
front for knee protection. Rear
vents allow use of the
wheelchair’s pushing handles.

£25
Wheelchair Bag

Wheelchair Cosy
Giving both warmth and
comfort, the Wheelchair Cosy is
a fleece lined waterproof
covering for the lower body.
With a back panel for warmth
and comfort, the extra large ring
pull zip enables easy in-and-out
access. Fitting virtually all
manual wheelchairs, the
Wheelchair Cosy is ideal for use
with the Wheelchair Poncho.

£43

This Wheelchair carry bag is
designed to hang from the
handles of rear push
wheelchairs with two zipped
pockets on the
front, two net
pouches on
the side and a removable zip
IONAL
pouch.
ADDIT

ON
ITEMS T
S
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£20
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Mobility & Accessories
Tri-Walker

Aluminium Four Wheel Rollator

This lightweight walking
aid features height
adjustable handles,
arthritic friendly loop
lock brakes, an easy,
one handed folding
system and a vinyl
shopping bag attached
to the front to make it
as practical as possible.
Suitable for both
outdoor and indoor
use.

£59

Light to carry, this New Aluminium
Rollator offers many upmarket
features including anatomic
handgrips, easy to use loop cable
brakes, height adjustable and a
simple folding mechanism. This
helpful little rollator also comes with
a padded flip-up seat, with a flip up
back-rest and under seat storage to
create a convenient seat for when
you’re out and about.

£79
Zimmer Frame

Buckingham Walking Frame Caddy

A top quality aluminium
unwheeled walking
frame designed to meet
the requirements of
everyday home use.
Height adjustable from
79cm to 89cm. Also
available with wheels.

£25 / £27.50
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The Caddy enables users of wheeled
walking frames to safely and
independently transport a variety of
daily living items, replacing the need
for a trolley. It comprises of one
large and one small compartment to
allow the user to separate items such
as glasses, keys, medication etc.
Also included is a tray suitable for a
plate of food, mug holder and an
anti-spill mug cover. The caddy is
easy to fit to most styles of walking
and can be placed in a dishwasher
for cleaning.

£32

Mobility & Accessories
Handbag Sized Marbled
Pattern Folding Walking Stick

£15

Adjustable folding
walking stick with a dark
wooden handle and gilt
trim. 5 sections instead of
the usual 4 so will fold up
small enough to fit into a
handbag (Folded Length
22cm). This stick is
lightweight and easy to
use it can be snapped
open in seconds into a
strong support stick.
Comes with fitted wrist
cord and ferrule. Length
is adjustable from 82cm
to 90cm in 2.5cm
increments.

Black Anatomical Walking
Stick

Red Paisley Patterned
Folding Walking Stick
Four section folding
aluminium stick with a
natural crutch wood
handle. Height
adjustable from 81cm
to 91cm using a
simple popper
mechanism and
comes with fitted wrist
cord and heavy duty
ferrule. Folded size
30cm x 14cm.

£15

The wrist cords attach
simply with an
elasticated strap to a
walking stick and are
ideal for retaining the
stick whilst using the
hands for something
else. Fits sticks of
22mm diameter.

£1

Cane Holder
Bronze Anatomical
Walking Stick

Right or Left Hand
Adjustable Stick with
Aluminium Shaft and
Anatomical Handle for a
positive and natural grip.
Adjustable in height from
67cm to 90cm.

£13

Black Wrist
Cord

Right and Left Hand
Adjustable
Anatomical Sticks for
Taller People. Super
comfortable handle
designed to fit the
palm with a
lightweight aluminium
shaft. Adjustable from
76cm to 102cm

£25

This cane holder clips
onto a stick and is
ideal for resting a
stick on a table or
work surface.

£2

Wide Range of styles available in store and to order
Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Seating

LC101 - Lift & Recline
Chair

A 3-position lift chair that delivers
excellent comfort and exceptional
quality, complete with a wallhugger
design so it can be placed as close
as 18” from a wall. The LC-101
features a quiet and smooth single
motor lift system with stylish designs
to add to any home décor.

£450
10 Vision Products • Product Catalogue

LC107 - Dual Motor
Chair

This dual motor rising and reclining
chair fully reclines to offer high
levels of comfort and limitless
amounts of positions and is
available in various colours.

£600

Dyfed Leather
Electric Recliner

This dual motor rising and
reclining leather chair has an
infinite number of position to
ensure complete comfort for the
user. As a wallhugger, this chair is
able to work within 5" of the wall
and is available in
various
colours.
A

£995

DD
I
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Seating

Joanna Fabric Electric
Recliner

Joanna Wing Back
Chair

Langham Multi
Purpose Raisers
(1 Linked Pair)

This comfortable single motor chair
reclining chair is designed with
comfort in mind. With a clever
wallhugger feature, allowing use in
even the smallest of spaces, the
joanna chair is available in leather
and fabric and in a range of
designs and colours. 24 stone
weight capacity. 1 year limited
warranty.

This stylish wing back chair is a
comfortable and supportive high
backed design which is made from
high quality luxurious fabric, that
comes in range of colours. With a
padded back and arms, and wood
finishing touches, it’s a great
example of a classic design.

The Langham linked raiser system
provides secure non-slip raising of
the furniture by 75mm, whilst
allowing for users with limited
mobility to use the furniture for
support during transfers, without
damage to the furniture or user.

£795

£300

£20
Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Beds & Accessories

Richmond 3ft Electric Bed

Invacare Medley Ergo
Profiling Bed

Richmond Electrical Bed is a fully adjustable bed
which is designed to give optimum comfort and
relaxation. With a five fold system that adjusts to give
optimum support to knees, hips, back, neck and
head, to allow for pressure areas to be comfortably
accommodated. The bed is fitted with a easy to use 6
button multi-position handset to give you full control
and help you get a perfect nights sleep. Pocket sprung
mattress included in the price, other mattress options
available on request at an additional cost.

The Medley Ergo care bed, with its attractive aesthetics,
flexible design and easy handling is ideal for community
care. It has a sturdy and durable design which is
optimised for ease of handling. Designed with innovative
‘Shear Management Technology’ to reduce shear and
friction to prevent skin damage and ulcer formation. The
bed is fitted with a lockable hand
control and a backrest autoregression (anti slide)
FREE
mechanism for safety and
ERY
DELIV TED
comfort. Suitable for use with a
ELEC
range of transfer aids..
ON S ERS
ORD

£599

£695
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Beds & Accessories
Helper

Adjustable Back Rest
This back rest is adjustable via a simple
ratchet mechanism, making it suitable
for a wide variety of users and
situations. Height of back 57cm, Width
50cm, Depth of base 39cm.

This foam wedge will prop you up in
bed comfortably and offers you support
at two different angles. Removable
cover supplied. Length 56cm, Width
57cm, Depth 26cm.

This free standing patient
Helper is placed under the
bed base to give a stable
overhead support pole for
those who find it difficult to
rise out of bed. The pole is
designed for raising a
person to a sitting position,
not lifting the entire weight
of the person off the bed.
Dissassembles into three
pieces for ease of storage.
Minimum required
clearance (1 3/4"). Overall
Height (75"). Max load
weight 19 1/2 stone.

£43

£141

£35
Prop Up Bed Wedge

Bed Lever

Rope Ladder

Designed for use on divan style beds;
suitable for use on single, double or
kingsize. This all-metal bed grab rail is
simple to assemble and dismantle
without tools, making it an ideal choice
if you want to take it with you visiting
relatives. Flat when dismantled for easy
storage. Easy to clean

A simple idea to assist
with sitting up in bed.
The bottom ends of the
cords tie around the
bed legs, and the
plastic ladder rungs
enable the user to pull
themselves up with a
hand over hand
movement. Suitable for
single or double beds.

£40

£13
Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Stairlift

BROOKS

Quotation only
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Our stairlifts are a reliable, safe and comfortable
alternative for people who may have difficulties
getting up and down their stairs. We are able to fit
both Curved and Straight Stair lifts to accommodate
most stair configurations and allow people to
maintain their independence at home. For more
information or to arrange a free quotation please
contact us.

Bathing
Orca Reclining Bath Lift
The Orca Reclining Bath lift
is designed to offer
comfort, safety and
reassurance to those most
in need of support as they
bathe. The Orca has an
impressive weight limit of
140 kg (22 stone) and
allows users to sit lower
and further towards the
back of the bath, giving
increased leg room for a
deeper and more relaxed
bathing.

Kingfisher Bath Board

£28

Shower Bench
Made in white plastic
coated steel.
The legs are adjustable in
height and are fitted with
non-slip ferrules. The
plastic seat is perforated
for drainage and is easily
removable for cleaning.

£249
Adjustable Platform Bath Step
Ideal for use at the side of
the bath or shower cubicle
to reduce the height of the
step up. The step has non
slip feet and surface for
safety. It consists of three
stacking sections and four
support columns which can
be used in various
configurations to steps
ranging from 2 to 4" or a 2
and 3" combination step.

£28

This integrated bath and
shower board can be
used safely and easily to
transfer down into the
bath or simple sit on and
take a shower. Will fit all
standard baths. Not
suitable for corner baths.

£20
Corner Shower stool

£37

The Days aluminium frame
and moulded plastic seat
ensure this stool is both
lightweight and corrosion
resistant. The tripod
shaped frame fits neatly
into the corner of a shower
cubicle, making optimum
use of the space available.

Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Bathing
Fixed Grab Rail

Everyday Bath and Shower Mats

Warm to touch white
polypropylene plastic,
these grab rails feature a
fluted design for safer grip
and confidence. They also
feature a circular flange
that clips into place and
covers the wall fixings. Also
available in blue to
provide contrast against
light walls for visually
impaired people. Suitable
for internal and external
use. No electrical earthing
required.

The Everyday mat is a
practical solution to
bathing security. The
‘basket weave’ surface
reduces the risk of slipping
whilst standing or sitting.
The mat has excellent grip
due to the large number of
suckers and the highgrade rubber material.
Multiple drainage holes
allow water to drain off the
surface quickly. AA1803
Regular Shower Mat White
540 x 540mm. AA1805
Extra Large Bath Mat
White 945 x 50mm.

£8 / £10

£28
Suction Grab Rail
The suction grab rail can
be quickly and easily
attached to tiled walls or
glass shower panels
without the need for
drilling. The two suction
plates ate pressed onto
any smooth, non-porous
surface and the secured
by pressing then vacuum
lever down.

£8 / £10
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Long Handed Sponge

A soft sponge head fitted with a long
supportive grip allowing for
comfort and ease when bathing
IONAL
for those with restricted mobility.
ADDIT
N
Different styles also available.
EMS O

£8

IT
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Toileting
Height Adjustable Commode with
Fixed Arms

Adjustable Toilet Frame with
Moulded Arms
The Toilet Frame is both
width and height
adjustable, offering
maximum flexibility to
users. The Toilet Frame can
be extended to suit most
needs and, if required, a
floor fixing kit is available
for a more permanent
installation.

This height adjustable
commode has a
cushioned overseat and
back, covered in flame
retardant, heat sealed,
waterproof vinyl. Comes
complete with a hinged
toilet seat and 5 litre pan
and lid. Seat width 41cm.

£30

£32
Toilet Seat and Frame

Raised Toilet Seat
These raised seats are
designed for use with
existing toilet seat, and are
easily attached and locked
into place. Made with two
hygiene cutouts to provide
maximum convenience,
with an easy to clean
surface. 2” Raised Seat 12062. 4" Raised Seat 12064

A sturdy, height
adjustable frame with a
clip-on, one piece
moulded seat, specially
designed for comfort and
to facilitate personal
hygiene. The whole frame
can then be positioned
over the toilet, with fixing
lugs to ensure a safe,
snug and stable fit.

£35

£18 / £20
Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Toileting
Kylie Bed Pad

Kylie bedpad offers a great
combination of comfort,
performance and price. The highly
absorbent soaker layer, absorbs up
to 3 to 4 litres and is complimented
by a long life top surface and vintex
safeguard fluid proof barrier, which
is designed to channel fluids away
from the surface leaving it dry and
velvety soft within minutes.

FR
DEL EE
ON IVERY
SEL
ORD ECTED
ERS

£19
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Waterproof
Mattress Protector

These fitted, clear waterproof
mattress protectors are made from
soft PVC. Designed to offer
protection to the mattress and
pillow from incontinence. With
elasticised corners, to fit securely to
the bed. Available in single or
double.
Cover Size
AA2710Y Single 900 x 1900mm
(351/2 x 75")
AA2712Y Double 1400 x 2000mm
(55 x 783/4")

£17 / £23.50

Readi Seat Pad

Designed to protect both the
patient and seating, Readi Seat
Pads utilise the same stay dry
technology as Readi Bed Pads
and look just like normal seat
covers. The highly absorbent pad
gently draws fluid away from the
surface and locks it into the core,
offering peace of mind and
preserving patient dignity. The
soft touch pads also have a slip
resistant backing to prevent
accidents caused by pads
slipping. The pads can be easily
machine washed many times
offering a long, economic life.

£9

Toileting
Bottom Wiper

Male / Female Economy Urinal Bottle
Moulded from clear plastic,
this urinal has a snap on
lid and handle. The long
neck ensures this urinal is
easy to use. Capacity 1
litre.

£6

£11.50

Readi Female Brief with Pouch

Readi Male Brief with Built in Pad

£10

Readi Traditional Brief with Built-In Pad is
a full style brief with a traditional
appearance and a fly opening, which
looks like normal underwear and so
offers complete discretion for the
wearer. The built-in pad can absorb up
to 250ml of fluid, making it suitable for
moderate continence problems and has
a stay dry layer to maintain a fresher
feeling in everyday use.

£9

Readi Female Brief with Built in Pad

£10

Suitable for women of any age, Readi Full
Brief is discreet, washable and reusable,
designed to be worn and used like
normal underwear, whilst providing
protection against moderate continence
problems. This brief has a built-in pad, so
does not need separate liners or pads. It
also features a stay dry layer to reduce
dampness and maintain a fresher feeling.

Specially designed, this bottom
wiper has a moulded plastic head
with recessed serrations to grip the
paper. Mounted on a long,
lightweight curved handle that
assists in reaching areas where
wiping is difficult. The paper is
easily removed after use.

Readi Full Brief Pouch Pant is designed to
provide discreet and secure continence
care for women. The brief, which is made
from 100% cotton, has an internal pouch
to reduce dampness and maintain comfort.
The pouch accommodates a separate
disposable absorbent pad (not supplied),
which can be changed without removing
the briefs. A large stay dry liner reduces
dampness to maintain comfort.

Lilform Supreme

£13.50

Body Contoured Incontinence Pads, ideal
for heavy incontinence (sudden need or
loss of control) or night time use. These
incontinence pads are designed to be worn
with special Stretch Support Pants to ensure
a closer fit to the body. They’re body
shaped to give a close fit to ensure comfort
and leakage security. Available in Super
Plus and Maxi absorbencies.
Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Comfort & Dressing
Button Hook &
Zip Puller

Leg Up Leg Lifter

Classic Reacher

Exceptional value for money, this
useful tool combines two products for
the price of one. With a button hook
on one end and a zip puller on the
other end, this device helps with a
number of dressing tasks.

This simple little aid helps to avoid
bending down to lift the leg, or having
the strength to hold onto clothing to
raise the leg. It provides an invaluable
way to help improve blood flow into
your legs by lifting and lowering your
limbs manually. Designed for comfort
with a wide padded handle that can
be used in the hands or on the wrist
and a wide opening for ease and to
accommodate a leg cast, the Leg Up
is a very handy little aid.

This Classic Reacher is multipurpose
and ideal for picking up everyday
items around the home. With an
ergonomic comfy grip handle design
that avoids excess finger and wrist
strain,Gripcert® jaw technology and
a handy magnet fitted to one end
allowing for small metal objects to be
sited and recovered easily. 26" Standard Modle, 32" - For Taller
Users.

£6.50

£8.50

£8 / £10

Kings Button Hook

A shaped stainless steel wire which
assists one handed dressing by
passing through the button hole and
over the button to grip the thread. It is
pulled through with a twisting motion.

£9.50
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Dunlopillo Ring Cushion

Flame retardant bacteriostatic latex
foam ring to give comfort when
sitting.
Can be steam sterilised.
External diameter 43.2cm.
Internal diameter 12.7cm.
(Cover available at additional cost).

£24

Handi Grip

Designed for maximum usability and
minimum effort the Handigrip is the
solution for all those with trouble bending.
Its design allows it to be used in even the
narrowest of spaces, with a unique rotating
head gives and robust construction to
enable heavier lifting.
26" - Standard Model,
32" - For Taller Clients.

£10 / £11

Comfort & Dressing
Eco Foam Cushion

Pentaflex pressure
cushion

Invacare Proflex
pressure cushion

This general purpose foam cushion is
designed for basic pressure relief for
wheelchair and seated users and
comes with a nylon stretch cover. Size
430 x 430 x 80mm. Suitable for
those at low risk of developing
pressure ulcers.

The Pentaflex Pressure Cushion is to
be used with existing tissue
damamge. Category:low risk.
Max user weight-14stone.
Size 17 x 17 x 3.5in

The invacare Proflex Pressure Cushion
is to be used with existing tissue
damage. Category: At risk/increased
vulnerability (medium).
Max user weight -15 stone.
Size 17 x 17 x 3.5in

£45

£75

£45

Elastic Laces

Tights On Aid

Visiotech Standard HD

These non-tie elasticated laces coil to
on release to keep shoes laced at the
required pressure. Ideal for those who
find it painful to bend and tie
traditional laces. Supplied in pairs.
Available in black, brown and white.

A simple, inexpensive device similar to
the sock aid but with a double gutter to
enable it to be used for tights, for those
who have difficulty bending and
reaching to the foot. Side notches on
the soft plastic gutter prevent the tights
from slipping off the aid whilst in use.

Visioteck Standard HD cushionRisk category: Medium.
Cover: Black PU.
Max weight user 28 stone.

£8

£6.50

£65
Vision Products • Product Catalogue
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Comfort & Dressing
Helen Wine Floral Slippers

Rowan Black Suede Slippers

These supportive slippers have a seam-free toe area so
they're perfect for sensitive feet. The fabric gives to
accommodate swollen feet, bunions or hammer toes
and a secure touch fastening to help you get that
perfect fit. Available in sizes 3-9 and in a range of
styles. EEEEE+ width fitting.

Designed for exceptional swelling or heavy bandaging,
these slippers are ideal when nothing else fits.Supple but
supportive and very adjustable with an extra low opening
so it's easy to put on and with super-light soles for extra
comfort. Available in sizes 5-13 and in a range of styles.
HH+ width fitting.

£21

£37.50

Ernie Brown Soft Leather Shoes

Catherine Navy Leather Shoes

These soft leather shoes are incredibly comfortable and
roomy with a broad toe area and wide opening so they're
ideal for swollen or mis-shapen feet. With touch
fastenings, removable insoles, padded tongue and collar
and hard wearing flexible soles these shoes are ideal for
active feet requiring that extra comfort. Available in sizes
6-13 with half sizes available. Black or Brown Leather.
HH+ width fitting.

This pretty, lightweight style is a great, all-year round
shoe. Its easy to put on swollen feet and
has a false buckle disguising an
adjustable touch fastening strap.
WID
Available in size 3-9 (half sizes
OF E RAN
available) in a range of colours.
ST
G
Size 10 available in limited
CO YLES E
L
&
OU
colours only. EEEEE+ width fitting.
R

£62.50

£49
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Comfort & Dressing
Easi Grip
Chiropodist Scissors

Soxon
Aid

The long loop
handles allow the
whole hand to be
used for
controlling the
scissors, which is
ideal for those
with a weak grip.
The angled
blades give a
good cutting
position, with the top blade being
slightly serrated to stop it slipping.

A Sock and
Stocking Aid that
actually works! Roll
the sock or stocking
on, drop Soxon to
the floor, wriggle
your toes in and
pull up on the
loops. The fabric
liner allows easy
travel over the foot
and ankle contours
while ensuring a wrinkle free sock.
Great for those with fragile skin or
recovering from hip or knee surgery.
Please note - not suitable for use with
compression stockings.

£11
Cotton Rich Softhold
Socks (Pack of 3)
These diabetic-friendly
cotton-rich socks are
specially designed for
sensitive feet or hammer
toes. Softhold® top holds
socks up gently yet securely
without restricting
circulation or leaving ridge
marks for overall comfort.Available in
a range of colours. DI-Small sizes 4-7,
DI-Medium sizes 6-11,
DI-Large sizes 11-13.

£16.50

£6.50
Simcan Comfort Socks
(Pack of 3)

Plastic
Shoe Horn

This shoe horn features an extended
handle, at 52cm long, which curves
comfortably in the hand, and prevents
the user bending over too much when
fitting their shoes. With a smooth
blade that is gentle against the skin,
this shoe horn will help with your
dressing needs, extend the lifespan of
your shoes and protect your feet.

£3.50
Everyday Knee Highs
(6 Pair Pack)

Super stretchy socks,
mould comfortably to
give a superb fit even
with very swollen feet
and legs. These socks
stay up gently without
sagging, cutting in or restricting
circulation. Available in a range of
colours. CA-Small sizes 4-7,
CA-Medium sizes 7-11,
CA-Large sizes 11-15.

Extra Roomy fitting
to give larger or
swollen feet and
legs for a more
comfortable fit.
These run resistant
20 denier knee highs are available
in a range of colours.

£14

£7.50
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Kitchen & Dining
Dycem Non-Slip Mat

Shatterproof Mug

The Dycem non-slip mats have
been developed to produce the
most effective non-slip material
available. It is not sticky,but it
grips dry, slippery surfaces e.g.
worktops, trays, floors and
tables to prevent movement. It
may also be used to enhance
grip on jars, handles, etc. It can
be cleaned in soft, soapy water
to retain its properties but is not
effective when wet. Rectangular
- 25 x 18 cm.

£11.25

Tough, shatterproof material
prevents accidental breakage.
Liquid consumption is easily
measured by the marked
gradations. The mug is
supplied with a choice of lids.
A spout lid helps drinking. A
recessed spill-proof lid avoids
splashes. Lids from the
Independence range also fit.
The mug is dishwasher safe
and microwaveable, but not
the lids.

£6
Plate Surround

Caring Cutlery Set

This flexible guard can be
fitted to ordinary plates to
assist with one handed eating.
Three clips attach it to the rim
and create a high inward
sloping face to help with food
collection and prevent
spillage. Plate size 19 to
26cm external diameter.
Microwave and dishwasher
safe.

£4
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The Caring Cutlery range is a
set of stainless steel utensils
moulded into contoured, ivory
coloured plastic handles with
built up ends. These are of
value to those with a weak grip
and restricted wrist or finger
movement. The knives and
forks have a shaped index
finger indent, to help with
directional control. The cutlery
range is hygienically sealed,
easy to clean and dishwasher
safe.

£17.50

Kitchen & Dining
Twister Jar Opener

Dycem Bottle Opener

Dycem Jar Opener

A cone shaped rubber moulding with
fluted finger grips on the outside, and
ribbing on the inside to give a good
grip for opening twist-off jar lids.
Suitable for tops 2 to 8.5cm diameter.

Place this handy sized bottle opener on
top of stubborn bottle tops and twist to
open. The non-slip Dycem properties
also provide a vice like grip to ensure
a good seal when closing bottles.

This Dycem opener helps those with a
poor grip to open and close jars. The
non-slip properties provide a good
strong grip to make opening easier and
to help make a good seal when closing.

£3.50

£4

£5
Baby Boa Canpull Pack

Chopping Board
with Spikes

Jarkey

A handy pack containing the Baby
Boa jar and bottle opener and the
Canpull. The Baby Boa is a versatile
device that gives an excellent grip on
any jar or bottle from 1 to 10cm in
diameter. The Canpull assists with the
opening of ring pull cans.

A white polypropylene chopping
board, 300 x 300mm. Stainless steel
spikes hold food in place for peeling
or slicing. 12mm (1/2") high corner
guards prevent bread from moving
when having butter or margarine
spread on it. Four suction cups anchor
the board securely to the work surface.

JarKey is a plastic opener that takes
little effort to use. Gently levering the
Jarkey against the rim of a lid releases
the vacuum inside the jar, making it
easier to open the lid. It works on lids
with diameters up to 10cm. Overall
length 14cm. Colours may vary.

£6.50

£37

£5
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Kitchen & Dining
Rex Peeler

Newstead Cutlery

An efficient and easy to use peeler
with a metal frame and a hardened
swivelling blade fitted across the jaws
at the end. It is lightweight and the
shape allows it to nestle comfortably
in the hand. The horizontal blade
allows peeling without cocking the
wrist. A scoop at one end of the
blade can be used for removal of
potato eyes etc.

The Newstead Cutlery range has
been specially designed to give a
cushion soft, non-slip ergonomical
grip. Ideal for those who suffer from
arthritis, Parkinson's disease,
neurological impairments or any
condition that can cause poor grip.
The range is latex free and
dishwasher safe.

Large wing handles and anti-slip
raised ridges allow the beaker to be
gripped in a comfortable position.
Supplied as a pair with a narrow
spout for liquids and wide spout for
semi-solids. Beakers are dishwasher
safe. Wash lids in warm water only.

£5

£29

£5

Everyday Bib
A smart and practical bib for
everyday use. The colourfast
polycotton outer is hard-wearing but
absorbent. The soft, flexible
waterproof backing ensures that
clothes are not stained. All bibs are
fitted with press studs so that a pocket
can be formed to catch excess food if
required.
Colours Red and Blue available in
Small, Medium and Large.

£14
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Wing Handled Mug

Universal Kettle Tipper

This new and innovative kettle tipper is
designed to be compatible with most
kettle types including standard, jug
and cordless kettles, to reduce effort
and strain of the user.

£27

Kitchen & Dining
Reflex Preparation Utensils

A range of kitchen utensils with easy
to grip contoured closed handles with
the utensils set at an angle to
minimise wrist movement for the user,
and are counterbalanced by the

Starting From £13.50

handle for ease of use. All the utensils
are made from stainless steel and are
all dishwasher safe.

Stainless Steel Baskets

This stainless steel basket allows
vegetables to be cooked and strained
without ever lifting a pan full of
boiling water. The large flame
retardant moulded nylon handle is
easy to grip and provides heat
insulation. Diameter 16.5cm at the
top, tapering to 12cm at the bottom.
Depth 9cm.

£17.50
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Household
Perching
Stool

Adjustable Height
Teak Shelf Trolley

UnpluGZ Plug Aid
(Pack of 9)

These perching seats have been
ergonomically designed to provide
the correct pressure distribution,
posture and ultimate comfort, with
a anthropometrically shaped seat
profile to ensure that these seats
are the most comfortable and slip
resistant available. Ideal for use in
the bathroom, shower or kitchen
with a slightly angled seat to enable
the user to sit and rise with greater
ease.

This high quality trolley is height
adjustable from
82 – 96cm.
It has two wooden teak shelves
measuring
38 x 29cm.
Measures 83 - 97 x 46 x 53cm.

UnPluGZ has been designed to allow
the user to correctly identify the right
plug, and then easily remove it from
the socket, ideal for aiding users
whose finger grip is impaired, or
where several plugs together make
one plug difficult to grip or identify
Braille labels can be applied to the
handle to assist the blind or partially
sighted user to identify and easily pull
the right plug. Supplied in packs of 9
handles and a sheet of labels.

£35

£70

£6.50
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Household
Pill
Organiser

Tablet
Splitter

Large Pill
Dispenser

A blade within a holder allows
uncoated tablets to be divided in
two. Tablets can be stored in the
front of the tray.

A blade within a holder allows
uncoated tablets to be divided in two.
Tablets can be stored in the front of
the tray.

This is ideal for people who take
larger numbers of tablets more
frequently each day. It has four
clearly marked compartments for
breakfast, lunch, dinner and
bedtime. It is also marked with each
week day.

£3

£4

£8.50
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Household
Kidney
Table

Overbed
Table

Pen & Pencil
Holder

This wheelchair and armchair friendly
table enables user to rest arms and
have large usable work-surface. The
table is fully height adjustable with
ergonomic levers for added ease and
has easy glide castors for simple
positioning. The table has a beech
effect top and a curved retaining strip
to prevent items from falling.

The Canterbury Overbed is a
convenient, mobile table for use
around the home. This heightadjustable table is finished in an
attractive beech melamine with
genuine hardwood upstands and the
top can also be set to different angles
from flat to 45 deg as required. The
table is available with or without
castors.

This soft PVC moulding slides on to
normal sized pens and pencils to make
them easier to grip and control writing.
Internal diameter 8mm. Available in
packs of three - mixed colours.

£120

(without castors) £32

£3.50

(with castors)
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Household
Blue Badge & Timer Wallet

One Key Turner

Designed to store and display a UK disability badge
and time card. The wallet opens to display the blue
badge and time card, which are protected by clear
windows. Made from leather it opens to fully display
the badges. The timer card can be adjusted without
having to remove it from the wallet.

This simple product has curved built in handle for one
yale or mortice type door key providing an easy grip and
good leverage for turning. It has a locking lever attached
to the brass fittings, to enable the keys to be positioned
separately or locked back into the body of the handle.

£13.50

£4.50
Two Key Turner

Handybar

Similar to the Single Key Turner but designed to hold
two keys only. When not in use, the key folds into the
handle.

Simple, lightweight stainless steel bar with soft, non-slip
hand grip, to provide strong, secure grab bar for getting
in and out of a car, without the need for costly or
unsightly adaptations. Fits the majority of vehicles with a
u-shaped striker.

£4.50

£26
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Safety at Home
Magi Plug

£9

The Magi plug is a must
have product for anybody
that is prone to
forgetfulness:a cheap but
effective alternative to
costly flood damage
repairs. When an
unattended bath reaches a
certain depth, the Magi
Plug pressure plate opens
and releases the excess
water safely down the
plughole, preventing
flooding.

Emergency SOS Phone

£120

Emergency Button(linked to pager)
This call for help button
activates a wireless portable
pager which can be carried
by a live in family member to
notify them that you need
assistance. The button is
showerproof.
This item requires specialist
installation by Safe at Home.
Installation quote available
on request.
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£163
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The emergency SOS phone
automatically dials up to 5
pre-programmed numbers
of your choice. If the first
number is busy or goes to
voicemail, the phone will
automatically dial the next
pre-programmed number.
When the call is answered
an emergency message is
played then two way
conversation is possible
through the panic pendant
or hands free on the
telephone unit

MemRabel 2
MemRabel® 2, uses a
media storage card to
retrieve pictures, real videos
and or recorded audio files
for playback at programmed
alarm times, preceded by a
selectable message alert
tone. Alarm reminders can
be programmed to repeat daily, Weekly or by calendar
date and time via the included Remote control directly to
the unit. MemRabel® 2 has an on-demand message
playback facility that allows a single video or audio
message to be played back via the remote control. A
video or audio message can be used to provide daily
instructions or even play a slide slideshow of familiar
faces and places.

£150

Safety at Home
Memo Minder Plus

£37.50

The Memo Minder Plus is
a battery operated
recordable prompt/
reminder device activated
by movement. Two
messages can be recorded
which will recognise the
direction the person
approaches the devise and
play the appropriate
message. Eg. Leaving the
property " Don’t forget
your keys" or entering the
property " Remember to
shut the door".

Door/Window sensor

£14

Pressure Mat

Epilepsy Sensor

This Pressure Mat can alert
to the movement of a person
around the home. It can be
placed near beds or
doorways to alert to a
persons movement and is
linked to the carers pager to
alert live in family.
This item requires specialist
installation by Safe at Home.
Installation quote available
on request.

£110

The Voice Alarm Door or
Window Open Sensor is
intended to be used in
conjunction with the Voice
Alarm Monitor (order
separately). The two parts of
the magnetic, non-contact
sensor attach to the door
and door-frame, or window
pane and frame, and will
send an alert signal if they
detect that the door or
window has been opened.
This makes it a useful aid to
safety, for the prevention of
wandering and loss of room
heat in cold conditions.

This state of the art sensor
monitors the users vital signs
including heart rate and
breathing patterns to detect
a range of epileptic seizures.
The sensor eliminates the
need for carers to make
physical checks, promoting
independence and dignity.
This item requires specialist installation by Safe at Home.
Installation quote available on request.

£420
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Safety at Home
Memo Minder

£30

This wall mounted infrared
device can be placed
anywhere in the home,
although its most practical
use is by the front door of a
house. Simply record a
message of your choosing &
when the infrared beam
detects somebody
approaching the exit the
recorded message is played
in a friendly and recognisable
voice, The Memo Minder has
been proven to be extremely
helpful for people with
Alzheimers & Dementia. The
highly customisable nature of
the Memo Minder, means it
can be used for any number
of situations, and can be
changed over time.
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Medelert Automatic Pill Dispensor

£90

The Medelert Automatic Pill
Dispenser is a medication
management solution for
those people, or their carers,
who have to take regular
medication during the day
but have trouble in
remembering what to take
and when to take it. This
ingenious device
automatically dispenses the
correct medication at the
right time of day and then
alerts the user that it is time
to take it. There are 28 large
individual compartments,
each capable of holding up
to 18 aspirin sized tablets,
beneath a secure lockable
lid, allowing it to be pre-filled
and pre-programmed with
up to a weeks worth of
medication. The dispenser
automatically rotates to
dispense the correct dosage
of tablets at the pre-selected
times and sounds an alarm
that persists for 30 minutes
or until the user tilts the
device to release the tablets.
This alarm is supplemented
by a flashing LED light.

Safety at Home
Doro Phone Easy
Designed to make using a
phone as simple as can be.
Big buttons on a clear and
spacious keypad make
dialling easier than ever,
while photo memories
connect you with special
people at the simple press of
a button. Visual ring indicator
and HAC (Hearing Aid
Compatibility).

£41

Simple mobile with alarm

£103.50

Durable and splash proof
(IP54) mobile phone with
four speed dial keys for
calling people you rely on
with one simple press. Feel
even safer thanks to an
assistance button and a
safety timer that can
automatically dial up and
send an SMS alarm to preset
numbers, along with GPS
localization to let people
know where you are.
Contacts can be managed
by a trusted relative over the
internet using Doro
Experience Manager.

Night Light with Motion Sensor

£18

The Night Light with Motion
Sensor can be used in any
location and helps to enhance
the safety of living areas. It will
detect movement within a
100 degree angle in front of it
and will then light up to
facilitate safer movement.
When there is no nearby
movement, the light will go
out again to save energy and
extend its life. The Night Light
with Motion Sensor can be
used indoors with batteries, or
if prefered can be used
outside when plugged into the
mains. The Night Light with
Motion is an excellent security
device that helps to reassure
the user offering unwavering
peace of mind. Can be
placed in any room.
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Aberdare

Newport

Pontyclun

35 Commercial Street,
Aberdare, Rhondda Cynon
Taf, CF44 7RW

Stephenson Street Ind. Est,
Mariners Way, Newport,
NP19 4PQ

Coedcae Lane Industrial
Estate, Pontyclun, Mid
Glamorgan, CF72 9GP

Opening Hours:
Tues - Sat • 9am - 4:30pm

Opening Hours:
Mon - Fri • 9am - 4:30 pm

Opening Hours:
Mon - Fri • 9am - 4:30pm

Tel: (01685) 378769

Tel: (01633) 290919

Tel: (01443) 220811

TALBOT GREEN
SHOPPING CENTRE
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